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Health Data,
Health Information,
Health Intelligence

• Borders between these categories are 
fuzzy, but the concepts are useful
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Health Data

• Raw observations, e.g., numbers of 
deaths or cases of a disease

• Often huge numbers of data points, so 
unwieldy
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A digression:
Secondary data are great!

• Often cover whole populations: limits 
sampling problems

• Big numbers: high statistical power, allow 
plenty of breakdowns

• Collected “blindly”, without knowledge of 
the secondary users’ hypotheses

• Often of high quality (cf. Statistics Canada)
• Should be relatively cheap; DLI helps
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…but not perfect

• Collected for different purposes: different 
conceptualization, “wrong” variables

• Quality not always high (cf OHIP)

• Access can be difficult (territoriality, costs, 
privacy protection)
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Health Data (continued)

• Not very interpretable or useful in this raw 
form; don’t really answer any questions

• If relevant and of sufficiently high quality,  
may be analyzed to constitute…
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Health Information

• Rates (especially specific or 
standardized), life tables, attributable 
fractions, etc.

• Volume much reduced
• Much more capable of interpretation, and 

therefore more useful.  Answers questions 
like: Who? What? When? Where?

• HIUs are very good at this transformation
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Another digression:
Population Attributable Fraction

• The most useful epidemiologic indicator for 
public health or health policy

• Estimates the proportion of cases of a health 
problem that can be attributed to some exposure

• Depends on both the RR associated with the 
exposure and the prevalence of the exposure:
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Health Information (continued)

• Utility still limited, because often of a 
single type

• Can be further analyzed and interpreted, 
to constitute…
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Health Intelligence (Knowledge)
• Usually more complex, involving data of more 

than one type
• Ultimately can include computerized simulations 

of health and disease (of which more later)
• Addresses questions like: Why? What works? 

What is going to happen? What if we…?
• Much more able to serve as the basis for 

decision-making
• Requires considerable subject expertise, so 

needs to be developed collaboratively
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Relative supply

• Often stated that we have a great many 
data, not much information, and still less 
intelligence (knowledge)

• We often do not adequately analyze 
available data, and thus never get around 
to converting them to information and 
intelligence

• Part of the reason may be lack of a 
conceptual model in collecting the data
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Model of Health

• Needed to guide what data to collect; 
important to collect data at many points

• Also guide how to analyze them

• NPHS and CCHS guided by CIAR model
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CIAR Model of Health
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Data Challenges 1:
Environment

• Collected by a variety of agencies with 
which health researchers may not be 
familiar, often for very different purposes

• Social environment in particular is hard to 
conceptualize, somewhat mysterious to 
many health researchers

• Most data are (and should be) collected at 
area level
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Simplified Model of Health
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Data Challenges 2:
Small Numbers

• Special challenge in rural health research
• Small Area Estimation: intelligible methods 

do not capture enough of the variation
• Peer groups: defined for Canadian Health 

Areas by Statistics Canada, to provide 
comparison districts.  Perhaps could be 
used to compare rural stratum to other 
strata.
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Tools 1: Computerized record 
linkage

• Probably the most powerful tool we have
• Has made historical cohort studies 

feasible
• Well established for health data; next 

challenge is to link to other data sources 
(Census, income, crime, etc.)

• Limited/threatened by privacy protection
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Tools 2: Geographical Information 
Systems (GIS)

• Will revolutionize environmental 
epidemiology, and probably social 
epidemiology

• Perhaps especially relevant to rural 
research: 
– definition of study areas
– proximity of populations to hazards and 

resources
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Tools 3: Simulation models

• Examples: PoHEM, Prevent, MISCAN

• Can incorporate far more variables than 
can the human brain

• Can assist projections of what will happen

• Expensive to develop, often hard to use
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Tools 4: Multilevel analysis

• A form of hierarchical regression, used for 
nested data

• Enable us to study variables at the 
appropriate levels, viz., the ones at which 
they are believed to act—difficult to 
determine!

• Especially valuable for studying social 
determinants of health

• Data requirements are severe
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Communications Challenges
Researchers

• From epidemiology, 
geography, sociology, 
etc.

• Usually provide 
quantitative results

• Produce long reports
• Take a long  time
• Qualify findings

Decision-makers
• From commerce, law,  

business, etc. 

• Value stories

• Want short reports
• Want them today
• Want clear results
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Research (Knowledge) Translation

• Scientific articles are not enough
– Decision-makers lack time and skills to read 

them
– Lag time to publication is far too long

• Decision-makers are interested mainly in 
the results. Cf journalistic writing, where 
results come first 
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Communications Solutions 1

• Manitoba Centre for Health Policy
– www.mchpe.ca
– Noralou and Leslie Roos
– Funded by province, which sets much of the 

agenda
– Outstanding use of administrative data
– 4-pagers, Opp-Ed articles
– Use “translator” to convert scientific writing 

into everyday English
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Communications Solutions 2

• Canadian Health Services Research 
Foundation
– www.chsrf.ca
– Jonathon Lomas
– Uses different process and criteria for 

evaluating submissions
– Emphasizes dissemination of results
– 1-3-24 rule
– Use knowledge brokers (e.g., HIUs)
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Communications Solutions 3

• Decision-makers must also contribute to 
communication: “receptor capacity” must 
be enhanced

• Basic knowledge of research methods, 
especially sources of error

• Access to Internet, ability to search 
literature

• Orientation: value evidence
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Where is this all leading?

EVIDENCE-BASED HEALTH 
POLICY AND PROGRAMS
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How can we help get there?

• 1. Adequate health information

• 2. Relevant research projects, that can support 
sound policy

• 3. Appropriate analyses (analytical tools)

• 4. Good communication with policy-makers


